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Poetry

Winter Anxiety by Julia Cirignano
I’m scared
Of cold toes
Blue fingers
Deep, chilling winds
And loneliness

Cigarette Ghosts by J. M. Powell
Very few of us refused tobacco
completely. A handful refrained
unless inebriated or during the busy
season. The rest puffed and puffed,
butts infesting sidewalks like overstuffed
insects. Second hand exhales collected
in the air outside the theater
and apartment stoops, little O2 molecules
holding hands and floating freely.
Oftentimes you could walk into
cigarette ghosts, lungs struck at the sudden
swallow of toxins. The smell lingered
too, blending with the poplars, the pansies
in bloom. Now, that harsh odor is
a reminder of long nights, existential
conversations, of chic ladies in curvy
spectacles, of men and their scruff
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or dramatic mustaches. So, while I never
accept a cigarette, I will come back later,
when the crowds have left, and take in
the ghosts, happy to be haunted
by such a death as slow as this.

Your Winter Couldn’t Conquer Me by Linda M. Crate
I had to grope around in the darkness
because you fell over me like the
darkest october blue
without moon or star to guide me
I thought, at first, I was buried
seems I was just planted like a flower and
when I took up my roots again
I remembered just how strong I was;
these petals may be torn and I may fall but I
always rise like the phoenix rising from
every anguish of his death;
you can’t kill me
I am the immortal of the flame shining brighter
than the sun—
at first I thought we were the swan song of autumn
with all her various hues of beauty
gold, emerald, amethyst, crimson, carnelian,
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canary, and the bluest of skies with ivory clouds beckoning
me to dance and dream;
but it seems you were just winter mistaking me for spring
when you thought you could kill me but I am a daughter of
summer so I burned you back with the light of the moon
your winter couldn’t conquer me.

Snow Falling by Damien B. Donnelly
Snow falls
behind the glass,
beyond the reflections
this window cannot see.
Snow, soft as the soul;
a canvas of white
fleeting purity,
as pure as that first kiss;
always caught, never captured.
Slow falls the first snow
as fine as feathered fragility
like that first time,
as tender as it was terrifying;
the feeling of discovery,
the fear of being discovered.
Slow comes the season,
and we are seasonal,
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and we too are seized;
were we not yesterday
daisies dancing on hilltops,
a spring in our step
and blind to the slope,
were we not once sensory
below the sun, bonds burning
along bodies bare, but now,
beneath the snow,
red reigns regal,
enfants eyeing the skies;
hushed and hopeful
before the innocence
falls from their belief,
falls like this snow,
this frozen miracle
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already melting
hearts we’ve had to hide
from the cold
and we can be cold,
like the morning’s first breath
beneath the crippling
clutch of winter
when his touch
is too far to find.
Slow falls the snow
beyond the glass, beyond the
shattered reflections of a world
of riots and reactions,
slow falls the snow
and I think of peace
and of people parading
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under its hush of hope.
Snow falls and I wonder
how it would feel
to have a season
of slow falling peace?

Imagine A Place by B. N. Grace
Release all the pressure
Release all the pain
Release all the anger
Imagine a world where you are free
Imagine nothing could hurt you or me
Imagine your heart and mind intertwined
Imagine pain turned into power
Imagine pressure turned into rain showers
Imagine anger turned into flowers
Release all the negativity that’s inside
Release all the rules you abide
Release all that’s occupying your mind

Imagine a new world, leave the rest behind

Epiphany by Kenya Y. McDonald
Where were you when I was nude
out of my mind sitting on the floor
in the middle of the floor
in the middle of a punctuation
about to curse out the devils in my brain?
Where were you when my psyche became psychic
and I saw my ugly scars,
the scars that stole my memory,
of daydreams of being a young girl,
a young girl whose hair tangled,
but smoothed out with puffs of steam
and leftover chicken and ice tea
and Mama telling me that grownups are talking
and playing jacks on the side walks
and street lights shining on dim porches?
Where were you when I finally remembered
that I had a reason to smile and to let
the sun crawl over me and explode?

Stories

The Ice by Elbie Baillie
Sunday morning.
Magnus Tollefsen stood in his kitchen in his thermal fishing bibs, fleece pullover, and insulated
boots, watching the coffee drip. The electronic weather station on the wall said it was ten degrees outside.
Cold. But last night’s weather forecast promised a sunny day with no wind, and a high above freezing. The
day should be perfect. Magnus looked at his Smith and Wesson Sportsman’s Watch with the built-in
compass. Ten after six. He drummed his fingers on the counter as the coffee pot slowly filled. He could
sneak a cup from the pot now, but it would be too strong. No need to get heartburn this early in the day.
Best to wait for it to finish.
His cooler was already packed and waiting by the door along with his snow shoes and tip-ups. The
auger, sled, and collapsible shelter were loaded in the back of his truck. “Remember to grab the bait,” he
thought to himself. That would be just his luck.
Drip.
His eyes glazed over. “Should’ve gone to bed sooner,” he mumbled. But he stayed up to catch the late
weather.
A knock at the back door startled him out of his reverie. Magnus looked through the curtains over
the kitchen sink and saw Ollie’s truck in the drive. He looked at his watch again. Five minutes early. The
coffee was finally done. Magnus was momentarily torn between pouring his cup of joe, or opening the
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door to let in his friend. The cup won.
Sipping his coffee, he walked to the back door and turned the latch. His best friend, Ollie Nystrom,
stepped inside rubbing his cold hands together.
“Jeez Magnus, took ya’ long enough! I seen you peek out the curtain. You knew I was out there.”
“Had to pour my coffee,” Magnus said, taking another sip. He noticed the patches on Ollie’s worn out
coveralls. “When’re you gonna get some new bibs?”
Ollie looked down at the colorful squares covering last year’s rips. “Why? What’s wrong with these? Is
this a fashion show? They’re still good.”
“You’re so tight you mend twenty-year-old wool socks! You could spend a little now and again, ya’
know,” Magnus goaded.
“Listen,” Ollie said. “My mother, God rest her soul, knitted those socks, and by golly they were made
to last. Fixing the heel or toe ain’t no big deal--the rest is still good. I bet they outlast those high-tech socks
you got.” He grabbed a cup off the drain board and helped himself to the pot. “Didya make enough coffee
for the thermos?”
“I did if you don’t drink it all,” Magnus said. He opened the kitchen cupboard beneath the sink and
pulled out his thirty-four ounce Coleman Subzero Insulated Thermos in the Woodland Camo theme. “You
brought a thermos for yourself? Right?”
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Ollie looked perplexed. “No. You said you’d provide the coffee.”
“I am providin’ the coffee. You was s’posed to provide your own thermos.” Magnus shook his head
and reached into the cabinet once again. He brought out a second, matching thermos, but in a pink camo
theme. “Here,” he smirked. “Lady’s model.”
Ollie filled both thermoses with the remaining coffee and screwed down the lids tightly. “You got
bait? Or was I s’posed to provide that too?” he asked.
Magnus glared at him and opened the refrigerator. “I got minnows and maggots, so we’re set for
whatever’s bitin’ today.”
Ollie nodded. “Good thinkin’.” He sipped his coffee.
“You gonna nurse that all day, or can we get goin’?” Magnus asked.
“I’ll take it with me. You’re drivin’.”
Magnus pulled on his parka and Kromer, and grabbed his cooler and snowshoes. His gloves were
waiting in the truck. Ollie grabbed the tip-ups and bait bucket, and followed him out into the cold dawn.
#
“So, where’re we goin’?” Ollie asked.
“Aguta Lake.”
“Never heard of it.”
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“It’s on the Res. Nobody fishes there, which means it ain’t fished out. And it’s deep. Should be some
big ones.”
“Aguta. Strange name.”
“Yeah. Some Native word. S’posed to be sacred.”
“We won’t get arrested or anything like that, will we?”
“Naw. I scoped it out. Nobody around. Found a back way in. There’s a game trail that leads right to
the lake.”
“Game trail?” Ollie looked worried. “Can we get the truck in?”
“We’ll have to park ‘bout a half mile back. But we can easily walk in from there. Which is good ‘cause
I didn’t see no ramp there anyways. Can’t get the truck on the lake even if we wanted to.”
“Half a mile? I hope you know you’ll be totin’ the auger,” Ollie said.
“Relax. I got a sled in the back.”
#
The drive took most of an hour. It was nearly eight by the time they parked and unloaded. Magnus
hoisted the auger into the bottom of the sled, and they piled the rest of the gear around it. Ollie grabbed
the rope and pulled the sled while Magnus led the way down the trail. Fifteen minutes of walking brought
them to the edge of a small lake. A steep bank dropped down to the ice.
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“Wonder how thick this ice is,” Ollie said.
Magnus used the auger to cut a test hole near the shore. He broke through the ice and pulled the bit
out. “Six inches here,” he said.
“Safe enough,” Ollie replied.
Magnus returned the auger to the sled and buckled on his snow shoes. “Nothin’ wrong with bein’
extra careful,” he said.
“True,” Ollie said, and buckled on the other pair.
They walked out to the center of the lake and stopped. “This looks ‘bout right,” Magnus said. “You set
up the shelter and I’ll start drillin’ holes.”
Half an hour later they were ready. Magnus had cut four holes in a zigzag line, each hole about ten
feet from the last. Ollie set up the shelter over the first hole where they would sit and drop in their lines.
Magnus placed tip-ups with flags at the other three holes. He used a minnow in the farthest hole and
maggots in the next two. Inside the shelter, they would alternate baits, depending on what was biting. This
was Magnus’ strategy, and it seemed reasonable to Ollie.
Magnus checked his watch. “Nearly nine,” he announced as he studied the clear blue morning sky.
He poured coffee from his thermos into his insulated cup, baited his hook with a maggot, and dropped the
line into the hole. He sat back on his fishing stool. “Life don’t get no better.”
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“Nope it don’t,” Ollie said.
“How ‘bout some music?” Magnus asked. He pulled a small radio from his parka and turned it on. He
adjusted the dial until he found a country station, and set the radio on his cooler. Merle Haggard drifted
from the tinny speaker.
“Yup,” Magnus said.
“Yup,” Ollie agreed.
#
“I’m hungry,” Ollie complained.
Magnus checked his watch. “Time for a snack.” He moved the radio and opened the cooler. “Jerky?”
Ollie wrinkled his brow. “Jerky? Kinda early for that. What else ya’ got in there?”
Magnus dug around. “Hardboiled egg?”
“That’s more like it,” Ollie said. Magnus grabbed two eggs and they started peeling. “You bring any
beer?” Ollie asked through a mouthful of pulverized egg.
“Does a bear shit in the woods?”
#
Something hit the farthest tip-up. The red flag popped up and quivered.
“I’ll be damned,” Magnus said. “Minnow got a hit.” He hiked out to the fourth hole. He knelt on the
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ice and grabbed the line. He tugged gently, but couldn’t feel any resistance. “Damn,” he swore under his
breath. He pulled in the line and found an empty hook. “Toss me a minnow!”
Ollie rummaged in the bait bucket and got a fresh minnow. He carried it out to Magnus and watched
as Magnus reset the flag. “Wonder what took it?” Ollie asked.
“Don’t know, but at least we know there’s somethin’ bitin’. An’ it’s prob’ly big!”
They returned to the shelter and resumed their vigil.
“That calls for a beer,” Magnus said.
“Hell yeah.” Ollie pulled out two Leinie’s and handed one to Magnus, while George Jones filled the
space inside the little shelter. “Don’t think I need these,” Ollie said as he unbuckled his snowshoes. “The
ice’s solid enough.”
“You’re right.” And Magnus took off his snowshoes as well.
#
“Did’ya watch the game last week?” Magnus took a long pull from his beer.
“I turned it off at half time,” Ollie said. “Didn’t care who won since we weren’t in it.”
“Yeah. Thought the Vikings would’ve gone all the way this year. Oh well.”
“Maybe next year.” Ollie sighed. The line vibrated between his gloved fingers. “Damn! I think I got a
bite.” He slowly reeled in the line.
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“What’d ya’ have on there?” Magnus asked.
“Maggot.” Ollie brought up the line and a crappy flapped on the hook. “Look at that! First one of the
day, and it’s a keeper!”
Suddenly Magnus’ line jerked. He brought in a second crappy. “Maggots’re doing good for now,” he
said as he unhooked the fish and laid it on the ice.
“I think this calls for another beer,” Ollie said, and he pulled two more Leinie’s from the cooler.
#
“Look at that,” Ollie said, pointing at the fourth hole. “The flag’s up again!”
They laid down their rods and hurried out to the hole. “Damn!” Magnus said when he brought up an
empty hook. “Another minnow gone.”
“Are you puttin’ them on good?” Ollie asked.
“You wanna do this?! Bring me another.”
Ollie hiked back and grabbed a minnow from the bucket. He walked out to the fourth hole and stood
beside Magnus. “Here. Make sure it’s on really good.”
Magnus glared up at Ollie. He hooked the minnow and reset the flag.
They walked back to the shelter and picked up their rods.
“I’m gonna try a minnow this time,” Magnus said, and he grabbed one and threaded it on his hook.
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He dropped the hook into the first hole and sat down on the little stool. “See if we can catch whatever’s
stealin’ our minnows.”
#
The sun rose higher and the day warmed. The glare became too much, and they had to put on
sunglasses. A slight breeze drifted across the ice.
“Maybe a piece of that jerky would be good now,” Ollie said.
“Help yourself,” Magnus replied.
Ollie dug in the cooler and pulled out the Ziploc bag. “You make this?” he asked.
“Yup. From that eight-pointer I got. Teriyaki.”
“It’s good,” Ollie said as he gnawed on a strip.
Magnus took the bag and selected a piece while Dolly Parton sang about better days.
#
Tap.
“Did you hear that?” Ollie said.
“Hear what?” Magnus turned down the radio and they both listened. The woods were quiet.
“Nothin’, I guess,” Ollie said.
Magnus turned the radio back up just as Dolly finished her song and David Allan Coe took his turn.
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Tap. Tap.
“Now I heard that!” Magnus said.
“Turn that radio off a sec,” Ollie said. Magnus switched it off.
Tap. Tap.
“There it is again!” Magnus said. They both laid their rods on the ice and stood up.
“Where’s that comin’ from?” Ollie asked.
They stepped outside and walked around the shelter. Nothing seemed out of place. The three flags
were still down. No one else in sight.
“Somethin’ made that noise,” Magnus said.
“Maybe it was a squirrel, or a bird in the woods,” Ollie added.
“Seemed a lot closer than that.”
“Things echo on a lake.”
They stared at the trees along the shore and shook their heads. Suddenly, all three flags popped up.
“Jeez, lookit that!” Ollie said.
They ran to the holes and started checking the lines. Magnus went to the farthest hole. Ollie took the
middle hole. Both lines came up empty. Magnus ran to the hole closest to the shelter. Another empty
hook. “Dammit!” he yelled. He looked back inside the shelter and saw their rods jerking across the ice
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toward the hole. “Our rods!” he yelled as he took off running. He grabbed the two rods just as Ollie caught
up to him. Both lines came up empty. “Dammit!” Magnus yelled again. “All our bait’ll be gone and all we’ll
get are these two scrawny crappies!”
#
They re-baited the lines, reset the flags, and returned to the shelter. Ollie picked up his beer and
drained the can. “What d’ya think?” he asked.
Magnus snorted. “Damned if I know. Never seen nothin’ like that before.” He plunked down on his
stool and picked up his rod. “Gimme another beer.”
Ollie sat down, pulled two more cans from the cooler and handed one to Magnus.
Tap. Tap. Tap.
Magnus jumped up. “Now I felt that through my boots!”
Ollie looked at the ice under Magnus’ feet.
Tap. Tap.
Ollie jumped up. “I felt it too! What the hell?”
Ollie’s rod jerked in his hand. He looked at Magnus, his eyes as wide as saucers. He knelt by the hole
and tried to pull up the line. “It’s snagged.” He tugged gently, trying to free it, but it was firmly caught on
something. “Don’t feel like no fish,” he said.
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Magnus knelt beside him and peered into the hole. The small pool of water was pitch black.
“How deep is it here?” Ollie asked.
“ ’Bout forty-five feet.” Magnus looked into the hole, trying to see past the dark surface of the water.
“Maybe somethin’ big’s got your line.”
“Well, it ain’t comin’ up, that’s for sure! If I keep pullin’ I’ll break it.”
“Maybe you can reach down there and feel around a bit. Could just be hooked on the underside of
the ice.”
Ollie looked up at Magnus like he was crazy. “I ain’t stickin’ my arm down there!”
“Jeez,” Magnus said. “I’ll do it.” He took off his glove and pulled up his parka sleeve past his elbow.
Then he stretched out on the ice and reached down into the hole. “Damn cold!” he exclaimed. He ran his
fingers along the line as far as he could reach, but he couldn’t find the hook. “Too deep,” he said. “You’ll
have to cut it.” He started to stand. His arm was half way out of the hole when something jerked it back. His
body slammed down hard on the ice and his shoulder felt wrenched from the socket.
“Ollie, Help me!” Magnus yelled. “Sonofabitch won’t let go!”
Ollie jumped up and froze. “What! What won’t let go?”
“Pull me up!” Magnus yelled. “Goddammit. Don’t jes’ stand there. Pull!”
Ollie grabbed the back of Magnus’ parka, but only managed to yank the coat from his shoulders.
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Then he knelt down and grabbed hold of Magnus’ arm and pulled.
“Ow!” Magnus yelled. “That hurts!”
Ollie let go.
Magnus managed to get his knees beneath his body, but his shoulder was firmly stuck in the hole.
Something held his wrist below the water--something strong--and it felt like a hand! “It’s got me Ollie!
Somethin’ down there’s got hold of me!”
Ollie squatted beside the hole. He wrapped his hands firmly around Magnus’ shoulder and used his
legs to push up with all his strength. At the same time, Magnus pushed with his knees. “Yeowwwwwwwww!”
Magnus screamed. Suddenly he was free and they both fell back on the ice. Magnus rubbed his arm and
looked at Ollie, his eyes bulging. “That hurt like a sonofabitch!” he said, panting.
Ollie was petrified. His mouth hung open as he stared at Magnus. Then his line jerked, and the short
rod shot into the hole and disappeared. Ollie’s head snapped around. He crawled to the hole and looked
down into the water. A pale face floated by. Ollie jumped back. “Did you see that!?” he asked.
Magnus looked at him. “What?”
Ollie crept back to the hole and peered in. Nothing but black water. “I swear I saw a face down there.
Below the surface.”
Magnus stared at him. “You’re crazy,” he said.
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Ollie nodded. “I think you’re right.”
Tap. Tap. Tap. Tap. Tap.
The vibrations pounded through the ice. They both jumped to their feet.
“What the hell’s down there?” Ollie asked.
“I don’t think I wanna find out.”
Tap tap tap tap tap tap tap tap tap
“Let’s get outta here!” Ollie yelled.
Suddenly the ice cracked. Splinters shot up in a ragged circle around the shelter. The ice beneath
their feet shifted and they grabbed each other for support. Ollie started to turn toward the door when his
foot fell through. Something grabbed his ankle and jerked him down. His leg went into the icy water up to
his groin, the other leg stretched out across the ice in front of him.
“Magnus, help me!” Ollie screamed.
Magnus reached down to grab Ollie’s hand when his own feet broke through. He felt hands grab his
ankles and pull. He lost his balance and fell on his backside, both legs in the water up to his hips. He leaned
back. “It’s got me!” Magnus screamed as he slid into the ruptured ice. He flipped over on his stomach and
tried to pull himself away from the broken edge. He dug into the ice, his fingernails breaking and bleeding.
Slashes of red stained the snow.
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Ollie tried to push his body back, but his leg was held firmly in the water. Whatever had him pulled
with incredible strength. The pain became unbearable. The leg that was still on the ice suddenly snapped at
the hip. His body folded into the hole and vanished into the dark water.
Magnus frantically clawed at the ice, trying to drag himself out of the hole. The edges kept breaking
away. The hands beneath the water held tight and pulled. With a final scream, he disappeared.
The ice crumbled around the shelter and it, too, slipped into the water, along with the cooler and bait
bucket, the thermoses and little stools, the auger, the snowshoes, and the sled. Lefty Frizzell’s Please Release
Me cried out of the little radio as it disappeared forever.
#
Monday morning.
Two reservation cops stood on the shore of Aguta Lake. They had found the truck parked a half mile
back, and figured that someone was ice fishing without permission. This lake was sacred and off limits.
Everyone on the Res knew that. They assumed it must be an outsider.
They saw the little red flags standing up in the center of the lake, but no sign of a fisherman.
“Should we check it out?” the younger cop asked. He started to step down onto the ice.
The older, wiser cop grabbed the young man’s arm to stop him. “No,” he said. “Don’t go out there.
It’s dangerous.”
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“Dangerous?” the young cop asked. “This ice must be at least eight inches thick by now. It’s safe to
walk on.”
“It’s not a question of whether the ice is safe to walk on. This is the Lake of the Dead. It’s sacred. No
one can go out there.”
“What are you talkin’ about?” the young cop asked.
“The Lake of the Dead,” the old man repeated. “The spirits of many live beneath the surface. It has
always been that way.”
The younger cop laughed. “You’re jokin’!”
The old cop looked across the lake, his eyes fixed on a distant apparition. “I have seen many things in
my day,” he said. “Things that I question and struggle to believe. Things that scare me.” He turned and
looked at the younger man. “But nothing scares me as much as Aguta Lake. Do you know, in the old
tongue, the name literally means ‘Gatherer of the Dead’? The legend says that anyone who goes out on this
lake will become part of it, never to return.”
The young cop smiled. “C’mon. You don’t really believe in that old woman’s tale, do you?”
The old cop shook his head sadly. “I neither believe nor disbelieve. But I won’t test the spirits by
tempting fate. The legend might be an old woman’s tale, like you say. But one thing I know for sure: No
one has ever died by standing right here on the shore.”
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The young cop brought his binoculars to his eyes and scanned the surface. Other than the three red
flags, the ice was untouched. Pristine. “I don’t see anyone out there,” he said.
“You’re right. Nobody’s out there . . . now.”
The young cop stared across the ice and tried to imagine what it meant to ‘become part of the lake’.
He finally shook his head. “Whatever, old man. You win.”
“Come on. We’ll put out an APB and try to locate the owner of the truck.” The older cop looked at
the lake one last time. “But I’m afraid we’ll never find him.”
“Beautiful day,” the young cop said as they walked back to their Jeep and called for a tow.

First Commitment (1992) by Jeff Rothman. Part 2 of 4
I need to get out - the thought ran like a river. The bleakness of the feeling was overwhelming,
spreading like a cancer. Strangers controlled my freedom, or lack of it. God was no longer the captain of
my ship. My doctor was at the helm.
The nagging thought that God abandoned me was tearing me up. Maybe God never entered me.
Maybe I was just another nutcase and the whole thing was a sick, fucking illusion. The mania I embraced
before being hospitalized had quickly been replaced by palpable fear and doubt.
I joined the dreaded semi-circle for the morning meeting on day two of My Sentence. Most of the
patients reiterated what they said the night before, hoping for the doctor’s blessing for discharge. Some
were chasing pipedreams that were weeks away. Others had just days before they got their ticket punched.
After the meeting convened, I stood in the cattle herd/medication line at the nurse’s station.
“What am I taking?” I asked the nurse.
“You’ll have to talk with your doctor.”
“Why can’t you tell me?”
“You’ll have to talk with your doctor,” she said, like an automated robot.
I swallowed the pills and sat in the living room. I looked at the sea of patients I was sharing living
space with. No animation, just blank stares. Was I as sick as they appeared?
The patients with off the floor privileges disappeared. I was left to suffer through a group that
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chipped away at my broken will.The “What’s in the news?” group was a forum where patients took
turns reading articles from a newspaper to catch up on what was going on in the real world – a world that
was distant and very far away.
I AM A FUCKING JOURNALIST! I wanted to yell at the counselor running the group. Most of my
adult professional life had been spent writing for newspapers. My work history meant nothing here. I was
just another mind that needed extensive tweaking.
I paced the hallways when the group ended. The elderly woman who stared at me when I first
arrived penetrated me with piercing eyes and a smiling face as I passed by her.
The next scheduled group centered on learning life skills. If this gathering proved to be as dreadful
as the newspaper reading, I planned on tearing the screen off my room’s window and jumping out.
I didn’t learn any life skills at the group, but decided not to leap out my window. Considering my
room was on the first floor, nothing more than a skinned knee would be the result anyway.
I made it to lunch. I declined the hospital offering and waited for my parents to deliver real food. My
stomach was still struggling to digest breakfast. I hoped the discomfort would pass before my corned beef
sandwich on dark rye arrived.
I sat in my room and massaged my temple, a nervous habit I developed over the past month. There
was no relief from the tension headache that was brewing.
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My parents and Marie came promptly at 1:00. I devoured the sandwich, as if I hadn’t eaten in a
month, and took healthy pulls from the two-liter bottle of soda my mom brought. When I finished stuffing
myself, I took stock of just how beat down and exhausted they all looked.
My freefall had taken a tremendous toll on them. I felt guilty of robbing them of peace of mind,
particularly Marie. She had been dragged into the web of deceit I wove. The women I was seeing behind
her back had not deterred her from visiting me, however. I didn’t deserve her companionship or her
friendship, yet she remained true to me as I fought for my sanity.
Maybe my present condition was born from my betrayal of Marie. I couldn’t blame God if he meted
out this punishment for my indiscretions. I, like all of us, have free will and perhaps a karmic debt had to
be paid.
“I want to go home,” I announced.
“You can’t,” my mother said. “You’re not well. They’re here to help you.”
“Fuck them. I don’t want to stay here.”
“You have no choice,” my dad bluntly added.
“Did you have a good night?” my mother asked.
“No. It was brutal. They shined a flashlight in my face every 15 minutes because of some bullshit
hospital policy. I want to go home!”
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“How is the food?” my mother said, trying to redirect my fixation on getting released.
“It tastes like shit, and in case you haven’t noticed, this whole place smells like shit.”
We then sat in silence. I tried, but couldn’t hold back tears.
“You won’t be in here forever,” my dad said.
I was a caged animal - unable to go where I chose and do what I wanted. My independence had been
snatched away. The freedom I enjoyed and took for granted was abducted.
The doctor strolled in for his daily visit as I wrestled with my thoughts. My parents welcomed him,
as if we were home watching television in our living room.
“So, how are you today?” the doctor asked.
“Not well. I want out of here.”
“I know you do,” he said. “You need to give yourself a chance to feel better.”
“How can I feel better in this place?”
“Give it some time. You’ll adjust.”
I was in no mood to listen to the doctor. My fate was in his hands and I resented him.
“I can’t sleep here,” I said. “They shine a damn light on my face every 15 minutes and the light from
the hallway comes right through my window. How am I supposed to sleep?”
“Just do the best you can,” he said. “I know it’s difficult.”
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How could he know how difficult it was to be locked up? He got to come and go as he pleased.
The doctor went over the medications I was taking, which I had yet to obsess over. The time would
come, however, when the chemicals I ingested became a compulsive distraction.
I was on an aggressive dose of Lithium, a drug that is commonly used to treat those lucky enough to
be bipolar. Lithium would nearly kill me years later. The doctor also prescribed Haldol, a powerful
anti-psychotic. In addition to Lithium and Haldol, I was taking a med for sleep, an antidepressant, and
Klonopin. The Klonopin was for anxiety, strictly to be used on an as needed basis. The as needed
eventually became as always.
The doctor went into some detail about my illness and what I could expect. I faced a long road of
highs and lows, mood fluctuations that required medication and extensive therapy. He also related that my
disorder was a lifelong condition. I choked on that fact, incredulous that I had a mental illness that would
require a waged war for the rest of my days.
The doctor recommended that a family meeting be arranged as soon as possible. I was fearful that
my siblings would be traumatized seeing me in a place like this, particularly my sister Sarah. My parents
told her I was in a hospital without disclosing that it was a mental hospital to protect her from the shock.
Marie and my folks stayed for the afternoon. When visiting hours ended, I walked them to the
locked door. I sobbed as they left.
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Two more mind-numbing groups were scheduled on the afternoon slate. I skipped one and paid no
attention in the other. My mind was consumed by the endless monotony of the day. There was so much
down time, more than I could tolerate. I wondered how long my hospitalization would last - A week? A
month?
My second night at the hospital was just as brutal as the first. I had to be in my room by 10:00 to fight
for sleep. I was a night owl, but that bird didn’t fly in here. As expected, the flashlight police continued
their assault on my sleep.
I went through the same routine the next day: a meeting after a shitty breakfast, followed by a blood
pressure reading, and then more pills to pop. A hot shower didn’t help, not with the disgusting bathroom
floor to step on after washing up.
“When am I going home?” I said to my doctor as Marie, my parents and I sat in my room, a repeat of
the conversation the day before.
“That’s up to you,” the doctor said.
“Ok. How about today?”
He laughed. I didn’t find the quip funny. He again stressed that a family meeting was vital.
“I don’t know if I want the kids to see me in here,” I said to my parents after the doctor left.
“They want to see you,” my mother said.
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For the remainder of the afternoon and night, I ruminated over the fact that my brothers and sister
would see me in a mental hospital. It kept me awake for most of the night, along with the fucking flashlight
beaming in on me when I dozed a bit.
In the morning, my siblings came to see me, their big brother; a broken down, damaged man that
I’m sure was foreign to them.
I was incredibly anxious as we crammed into my room. I reflected back on all the good times we had
shared together and the memories we made: playing basketball in the backyard, enjoying a Cape Cod
restaurant where the seagulls swooped down to snag our French fries, opening Hanukkah gifts, having
snowball fights in our yard.
Now we were a family in crisis.
We made small talk. I couldn’t look at anyone without tears welling up. My doctor gave us some time
alone and then planted himself at my door.
“Jeff will need support from all of you,” the doctor said, as if I wasn’t there. “Patients with his illness
often feel like they’re alone.”
My siblings said little, undoubtedly shocked by the starkness of the hospital. I cried endlessly, and
cried harder when they left.
I didn’t walk them to the locked door.
It was just too damn painful.

A Mirror’s Reflection by Chris Hubbard
He pressed his palm against the window, frosted over from frigid temperatures. It was four in the morning,
yet he couldn’t sleep. The only light he could see was the ambient darkness of the sky reflected off of fresh snow.
Snow was still falling; the forecast predicted it would do so throughout the day. Also--no chance of the sun coming
out.
An odd sensation reflected back to his open palm. The glass of the pane naturally showed him a reflection of
his hand, but it was distorted and pixelated from the frost. His touch--extended, and reaching out--returned. The
coldness within paled in comparison to how the window felt. Or, more accurately, the returned touch of a mirror’s
reflection, given that it offered no depth of comfort.
His gaze averted from this and back out, through the reflection, to witness the still falling snow. Only a minute
has passed.
You’re unique, she had assured him. He never found any reason to believe her words, but they always offered
hope.
Warmth fades away and hearts grow cold as the prospect of Summer vanishes and gives way all too quickly to the miseries
Winter brings… The only chance of life lies in the blizzards that never come, was always his reply. He never told her this. He
couldn’t. She wouldn’t let him drown in his pessimism. She had tried permitting him once, but found his words rang
too true for even her to bear.
He whispered softly, unable to turn his gaze away, “even if I were unique, different from the rest… as you’ve
said and told me nightly… these snowflakes always melt back into water… no individuality remains. We, too, all
vanish… as does any trace of uniqueness that we hold onto. Once we lose the will and our grip, we fade into the
indiscriminate shadows and return to dust.”

A Mirror’s Reflection by Chris Hubbard
Days passed him by as he could do nothing but stare at her lifeless body; no tears left to cry but he stayed in
mourning until his will to live vanished–his flame snuffed out, by the coldness of the snow outside and the coldness
of despair.
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